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Let K be a global field: a finite extension of Q or of the function field F(T ), F a finite
field. Hilbert’s 12th problem asks for an explicit description of certain abelian exten-
sions of K , in particular, a description of the maximal unramified abelian extension HK ,
the Hilbert class field of K . Hilbert was motivated primarily by the beautiful theorem of
Weber and Fueter in the case of K /Q quadratic and complex: there is an elliptic curve
EK with Complex Multiplication such that HK = K ( j (EK )), where

j :Mod−→C

is the modular invariant andMod≈ (C−R)/GL(2,Z) is the moduli space of elliptic curves.
In 2003, Yu. Manin proposed that for K /Q real, one might try to use quantum tori

with “Real Multiplication” to find the analog of this theorem for K /Q quadratic and real.
In this connection, we introduce the quantum modular invariant: a multi valued func-
tion

j qt :Modqt (R∪ {∞}

of the moduli space Modqt ≈ (R−Q)/GL(2,Z) of quantum tori. We conjecture that for
K /Q quadratic and real, there is a quantum torus TK with Real Multiplication such that
HK is generated over K by a weighted product (multiplicative expectation) of the multi-
values of j qt(TK ).

In this talk, we prove the analog of this conjecture for function fields. Let R be the
“function field reals”: the completion of F(T ) with respect to the valuation v∞( f ) =
−degT ( f ). The quantum j -invariant is in this context a multi-valued function

j qt : R/GL(2,F[T ])(R.

Then if K ⊂ R is a real quadratic extension of F(T ) and O is the integral closure of the
ring F[T ] in K , we prove that there exists f ∈ K −F(T ) such that the Hilbert class field HO

associated to O is generated over K by the product of the multi-values of j qt( f ).
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